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1. Fill in the correct relative: when, who, which, where, whose. 

1. John, _______________ brother is a clown, is throwing a costume party next week. 

2. December 25
th

, _______________ Christmas takes place, is also my parents’ anniversary. 

3. Perugia, _______________ the Eurochocolate Festival is held every year, is a city in central Italy. 

4. Lyn is the girl _______________ is having the party on Friday. 

5. The costume _______________ George has chosen for the fancy dress party is very funny. 

2. Use too or enough and the words in brackets to complete the sentences. 

e.g. Bryan is too selfish (selfish) to care about anyone else’s problems but his own. 

1. The park is _________________________ (far) away to walk to from here. 

2. Is this bridge ________________________ (strong) to support heavy trucks? 

3. The house is not ______________________ (spacious) for our family. 

4. The book was _______________________ (boring) to read it to the end. 

5. The terrace is ______________________ (wide) for this bench. 

6. The sofa was ___________________ (big) to fit into our living room. 

7. I never get _______________________ (sleep) these days. 

3. Choose the correct item. 

1. Susan may/ must be at the photographic exhibition, but I’m not sure. 

2.  The magician’s assistant hasn’t truly disappeared; our eyes may/ must be playing tricks on us! 

3. You may not/ can’t have seen a ghost. They’re not real! 

4.   Our house can’t/ may be haunted; we’ve lived here for years and we’ve never seen or heard anything 

unusual going on. 

5.  The style of that painting must/ may be Cubism, because the artist has used square and rectangular 

shapes. 

6.  It can’t/ may be a coincidence, but isn’t it strange that I was thinking about John at the exact moment 

he called me? 

4. Complete the sentences using the correct form of the words in brackets. 

 



1. Sue has been practicing a lot, so her artwork is getting _____________ (good) and _____________ 

(good) all the time. 

2. That’s the _____________ (bad) film I’ve ever seen; the characters were shallow and the ending was 

dull and predictable. 

3. The author’s book is quite good, but it’s not as _____________ (interesting) as his last novel. 

4. Willard Wigan’s sculptures are the _____________ (tiny) works of art in the world. 

5. John is by far the _____________ (talented) pupil in the art class. 

6. Which of Beethoven’s compositions do you think is the _____________ (famous)? 

7. Nick sculpts much _____________ (accurately) than I do because he pays attention to every little detail. 

8. The _____________ (much) Anne practiced, the _____________ (easy) it became for her to paint 

portraits.                                                                                                                           

5. Complete the sentences using the correct reflexive pronoun 

e.g. The kitten is too young to take care of itself. 

1. The Andersons renovated their summer house __________ because it was cheaper than hiring 

someone to do it. 

2. I made the costumes for the charity Fun Festival ____________. 

3. Behave ____________ children or we’ll leave the party immediately. 

4. We were very pleased with ____________ when we found the puppy a new home. 

5.  The dog’s owner ____________ has admitted that he hasn’t been taking very good care of his dog.    

                                                                    

6. Fill in the correct form of the verbs in brackets using past tenses. 

1. When Elisabeth ______________________ (switch) on the TV set, her favourite series 

______________________ (already/ start). 

2. Everybody ______________________ (dance) and ______________________ (drink) when I 

______________________ (leave) the disco at midnight. 

3. As it ______________________ (not rain), I ______________________ (decide) to walk back home. 

4. Two weeks after he ______________________ (finish) his exams, they ______________________ 

(give) a big party to celebrate it. 

5. Mary ______________________ (want) to buy some clothes as one of her friends 

______________________ (invite) her to her birthday party. 

6. When the film ______________________ (finish), Kate ______________________ (call) her friend 

Sue to ask how the episode ______________________ (begin) that day. 

7. He ______________________ (study) very hard since the beginning of the last term at University and 

______________________ (manage) to pass all the exams with very good marks. 



8. When I ______________________ (get) off the plane it ______________________ (rain). 

9. He ______________________ (look) for a job for over two months till my father 

______________________ (offer) him the post of accountant in his factory. 

10. Alan ______________________ (give) me back the book last Sunday and ______________________ 

(tell) me he ______________________ (enjoy) it very much. 

 

7. Fill in the missing word. There are three words you do not need to use. 

 

*march   *raised   *strong   *life   *display   *make   *transformed    

*feel   *return   *bright   *street    *spare   *contest 

1. Why don’t you take part in the cooking ____________________? I’m sure you’ll be the winner! 

2. Over the years, this organisation has ____________________ a lot of money for different local charities. 

3. Take a ____________________ change of warm clothes with you on your camping trip; I’ve heard it gets 

quite cold in the mountains at night. 

4. If you see a spider, ____________________ sure you don’t kill it: I’ve heard it’s bad luck. 

5. The night sky burst with colour when the magnificent fireworks ____________________ began. 

6. It’s amazing how the town residents have ____________________ the local square into an open-air 

theatre for next week’s music festival. 

7. Henry really enjoyed the opportunity to experience ____________________ as a knight at England’s 

Medieval Festival last month. 

8. The children were thrilled to see Disney floats at this year’s colourful ____________________ parade. 

9. Throwing Mum and Dad a surprise party for their anniversary this year is really a 

____________________ idea! 

10. We always sing Christmas carols during the holidays, as it’s a ____________________ tradition in my 

family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


